
 

 

1. Natural infection provides protection against reinfection (any PCR+ve) for around 7 out 
of 10 people for a period of at least 5-6 months (see figure). [1] 

2. Immunisation with a single standard dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine provides 
protection against infection (any PCR+ve) for around 7 out of 10 people for at least 90 
days. Data on any PCR+ve infection (symptomatic or asymptomatic) after one dose are 
not available for other vaccines. [2] 

3. Both natural infection and vaccination provide a high level (at least 77%) of protection 
against symptomatic and severe disease. 

4. For both natural infection and vaccination, there is an interval of around 2 weeks after 
exposure before immunity is established. 

5. All quoted estimates of protection are against viruses that are similar to the one causing 
the primary infection and against viruses with similar spike antigen as are included in 
the vaccines. Protection could be lower for antigenically different virus variants. 

6. The prevalence of infection in the community will have an important impact on the 
effectiveness of certification. 

7. For illustrative purposes only, with current levels of infection (about 325 per 100,000 per 
day), then in a population of 100,000 people with an immune certificate then as many 
as 100 (325*0.31 [see figure]) could be PCR+ve, of which an estimated 80 would be 
asymptomatic and 20 symptomatic. Whereas, with levels of prevalence seen in the 
summer (about 3 per 100,000), then in a population of 100,000 people with an immune 
certificate <1 would actually be PCR+ve.  

8. Cases of asymptomatic (re)infection occurring in people with natural or vaccine derived 
immunity may be less infectious if they have lower viral loads than immunologically naïve 
infected but asymptomatic people comparison of PCR ct values in asymptomatic 
reinfection compared to asymptomatic primary infection are needed to assess if this is 
the case. [3, 4] 

9. The practicalities of certifying immunity are challenging. Immune correlates of protection 
are not yet established. Studies of reinfection have used anti-spike or anti-nucleocapsid 
IgG assays to define seropositive / seronegative status. In practice, such assays are not 
currently available at the scale needed for widespread immunity certification. [5] 
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10. Duration of immunity is not well characterised beyond 6 months after natural infection 
or beyond 3 months following vaccination, so the duration of any certification is also a 
challenge. 

Implications 

11. Immunity certification could be used as an adjunct to other measures to control 
transmission and/or to enable relaxation of certain measures, but it must be recognised 
that it is an imperfect tool and a risk-based approach should be adopted. 

12. The reliability of any immunity certificate will be reduced if virus variants with significant 
antigen escape are circulating. 

13. Since protection against (re)infection is not 100%, immunity certification should not 
permit the relaxation or avoidance of self-isolation and testing if symptoms develop. 

14. Since natural infection and immunisation provide a high level of (albeit not 100%) 
protection against severe disease, immunity certification could be used to ease 
restrictions that are intended to protect the individual themselves (not others). 

15. When levels of infection in the community are high and/or the consequences of onwards 
transmission are high (e.g. care homes), a combination of immunity certification and 
infection testing may be preferable to either in measure in isolation.  

16. When levels of infection in the community are low, immunity certification may be 
preferable to antigen-based screening, which will have a low yield and high false positive 
rate. 

17. Whether immunity certification alone would perform better, equally well, or worse than 
other approaches such as LFD screening alone cannot be ascertained as the 
effectiveness of other approaches in reducing transmission is not known. 

18. The performance and practicality of immunity certificates should be formally evaluated. 

  



 

Background 

19. Sterilizing immunity means that a person is protected against both infection and 
illness. Therefore, as well as being themselves protected from illness they cannot be a 
source of infection for others. 

20. Non-sterilizing immunity means that a person can still get infected but not become ill. 
Therefore, although themselves protected from illness, they may still be able to become 
infected, shed virus and be a source of infection for others. 

21. This paper does not address behavioural, ethical, legal, or operational issues related to 
immune certification. 

Immune responses following natural SARS-CoV-2 Infection 

22. One to two weeks following documented SARS-CoV-2 infection, more than 90% of 
people, including the elderly, have SARS-CoV-2 antibodies detectable in their serum. 
[6, 1, 7, 8, 9] 

23. Antibody levels tend to be higher in people who have suffered more severe disease, but 
antibodies do develop following asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection or mild COVID-
19. This is similar to MERS-coronavirus, where severity of infection is linked to antibody 
longevity. [10, 11]  

24. Antibodies begin to appear within 5-6 days of symptoms and are detectable for at least 
six months and probably 8 months or more. [1, 7, 11, 12]  

25. Following documented SARS-CoV-2 infection, cell mediated immunity also develops 
and is detectable for at least six months. [13, 14]  

26. Antibody waning following infection with seasonal coronaviruses can result in 
reinfections. Reinfections with seasonal coronaviruses might also be due to some 
antigenic evolution. [15, 16, 17] 

Animal studies on SARS-CoV-2 immunity 

27. In animal models, the presence of neutralising antibodies as a result of prior infection is 
associated with protection from disease and infection (sterilizing immunity). [18, 19, 20] 

28. Studies in hamsters and macaques indicate that passively administered antibodies are 
sufficient to suppress viral replication in both the upper and lower respiratory tract. [21, 
22] 

29. Depletion of CD8 T cells shows that cellular immunity can contribute to protection 
against SARS- CoV-2 re-challenge in convalescent macaques with waning antibody 
titres. [22] 

Observational data on immunity following natural SARS-CoV-2 infection 



 

30. A meta-analysis of studies with more than three-month follow-up following an antibody 
test and regular antigen testing, investigated the predictive value of baseline antibodies 
in preventing subsequent development of PCR confirmed nasal infection. Where 
possible, analyses were stratified by whether the infection was symptomatic (with typical 
COVID symptoms), asymptomatic, or with symptoms that do not meet the COVID-19 
case definition (of cough, fever or loss of or altered sense of smell or taste) and all 
infections combined. 

31. The following studies were included: 

a. A PHE study of infection rates in one nursing home. (PHE Nursing home study) 
[23] 

b. A study of Healthcare workers in Oxford. (Oxford HCW) [5] 

c. The national SIREN study of Health Care Workers. (SIREN) [24] 

d. A study of residents and staff in a national chain of nursing homes. (VIVALDI) 
[25] 

e. A cohort study of Scottish Health and Social Care workers (Scottish HCW) [26] 

32. The figure below shows the forest plot for the Relative Risks derived from these studies.  
These relative risks assume equivalent person follow up time in those with and without 
baseline antibodies. 

 

33. Protective effectiveness of baseline antibodies against infection was calculated as 1-
RR*100. 



 

a. The pooled estimate of the protective effectiveness against symptomatic PCR 
confirmed infection was 86% (95% CI 77%-92%). 

b. The pooled estimate of the protective effectiveness against asymptomatic or 
atypical PCR confirmed infections was 40% (95% CI 20-55%). 

c. The pooled estimate of protective effectiveness against all PCR confirmed 
infections (regardless of symptoms) was 69% (95% CI 60%-76%). 

34. Despite the widespread and continued circulation of the virus in many countries, the 
worldwide number of confirmed reinfections is very low. 
https://bnonews.com/index.php/2020/08/covid- 19-reinfection-tracker/ 

35. Human challenge experiments performed at the Common Cold unit showed that 
individuals who became re-infected on challenge with a seasonal coronavirus one year 
after their first challenge shed less virus and for shorter duration, implying transmission 
risk may be lower on reinfection. [22] 

36. In summary,  

a. Although baseline antibodies derived through natural infection are strongly 
associated with protection against symptomatic infection over a period of at 
least 6 months, protection against asymptomatic nasal infection is substantially 
less.  

b. Further work is needed to establish whether viral load in the respiratory mucosa 
is reduced in those developing infection despite baseline antibodies, and 
whether transmission of infection occurs in those who are PCR positive but 
show evidence of immunity. 

Immunity following SARS-CoV-2 vaccination 

37. Six weeks after the second vaccine dose, human clinical trial data are reporting 
protective efficacy against disease of up to 95%.  

38. To our knowledge only the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine trials have undertaken routine 
swabbing to detect asymptomatic infection. They report a protective efficacy against 
infection of 49.3% (7.4%-72.2%) for the low dose/standard dose regimen and 2.0% 
(95%CI –50.7% - 36.2%) for the recipients of two standard doses. Confidence intervals 
are very wide. There is an overall reduction in PCR positivity of 54.1% (95%CI 44.7% - 
61.9%) across both regimens, though there is no indication of Ct values to indicate the 
likelihood of onwards transmission from infected vaccinees. [2] 

39. Animal (non-human primate, NHP) models show that some vaccines protect against 
disease but not all confer sterilizing immunity. It should be noted that the challenge dose 
and route are quite different in animal studies (likely higher challenge dose) that for 
naturally acquired infection of humans. 

a. NHPs given the highest dose of Moderna vaccine, equivalent to that used in 
humans, did show sterilizing immunity upon challenge. [27] 



 

b. There is also evidence from NHP studies that the Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine 
induced sterilizing immunity upon challenge, with viral RNA detected in nasal 
swabs on Day 1 after challenge and not in swabs obtained on Day 3 or 
subsequently. [28] 

c. There is also good evidence that the Jansen Ad26 vaccine provides sterilising 
immunity in NHPs. [29] 

d. In animal studies the ChAdOx vaccine protected against disease but did not 
produce sterilizing immunity. The amount of viral RNA measured in the nose 
of vaccinated animals who became infected upon challenge was not different 
from naïve (non-vaccinated) animals. [30] However, the duration and level of 
viral replication in the lower respiratory tract was attenuated. A possible 
explanation is that the vaccine induced a strong IgG response that affects virus 
replication in the lung, but not a mucosal IgA response that would control viral 
load in the upper respiratory tract. Also, the ChAdOx study involved a very high-
dose challenge (TCID50 2.6 x 106) to both upper and lower respiratory tract 
and did not replicate a realistic challenge scenario in human volunteers. 

40. Emerging data suggest high levels of protection after a single vaccine dose.  

a. For the AstraZeneca vaccine, short term (<90 day) vaccine efficacy against 
symptomatic disease >21 days after a single dose was 76% (95%CI 59 – 86). 
Short term (<90 day) vaccine efficacy against asymptomatic infection 
(identified by routine swabbing) was 16% (95% -88 – 62), with very wide 
confidence intervals. Overall cases of any PCR+ were reduced by 67% (95%CI 
49%, 78%) after a single standard dose vaccine. [2] 

b. For the Pfizer vaccine, vaccine efficacy against symptomatic disease between 
days 15 and 21 after the first dose was estimated at 89% (95% CI 52 to 97%). 
[31] 

c. Real-world data from a cohort of 503,875 individuals in Israel showed a vaccine 
effectiveness against infection of 51.4% (95%CI -7.2 -78.0) in Pfizer vaccinees 
during days 13 to 24 following immunisation with a single dose, compared to 
days 1 to 12. In total, 3,098 incident cases of PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 
infection were identified during the follow up period, with 2,484 occurring during 
the first follow up period (days 1-12) and 614 during the second (days 13-24). 
Cases were identified by PCR testing, available to participants irrespective of 
symptoms, but there was no routine swabbing. [32] 

d. Janssen’s COVID-19 vaccine candidate showed 66% effectiveness against 
moderate to severe disease, 28 days after a single vaccination. [33] 

e. As protective efficacy is higher following two vaccine doses, the risk of 
incorrectly labelling an individual as ‘immune’ would be lower if two doses of 
vaccine had been received. 



 

41. At time of writing, only limited data are available on the duration of protective immunity 
induced by any SARS-CoV-2 vaccines (for either one or two doses). There is also limited 
information on the durability of measured immune responses in peripheral blood and 
about the best interval between priming and booster doses. 

42. In summary, 

a. SARS-CoV-2 vaccines can provide a high level of protection against disease. 

b. SARS-CoV-2 2 vaccines may provide protection against infection, but data is 
incomplete. 

c. The duration of immunity provided by SARS-CoV-2 vaccines is not yet known. 

Testing to certify immunity 

43. Testing options for issuing time-limited certificates following documented infection 
include a positive RT-PCR test, lateral flow device test, or antibody test, or any 
combination of these. The potential limitations of these approaches are discussed. 

44. RT-PCR is the most sensitive and specific available test for acute SARS-CoV-2 
infection. Since more than 95% of individuals who have been infected by SARS-CoV-2 
mount an immune response, one could assume there is a high probability that a person 
who has a laboratory confirmed RT-PCR positive result will have some immunity. Due 
to the sensitivity of PCR, many who have recovered from COVID and are no longer 
infectious may remain PCR positive for a month or more. 

45. Confirmation of acute infection (antigen) by lateral flow devices (LFDs) is less specific 
and less sensitive than RT-PCR. This is of particular concern when used in 
asymptomatic testing as the positive predictive value (and hence the proportion of those 
testing positive who are false positives) is highly dependent on both specificity and the 
prevalence of infection in those tested. Thus, use of lateral flow results from mass 
population asymptomatic screening to issue immunity certificates would lead to many 
being issued certificates when they are not immune. 

46. Presence of antibody in serum. There is a good correlation between neutralising 
antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 and protection against disease. There is also good 
correlation between individual antibodies and plasma virus neutralisation activity. 
However, there is as yet no standardisation of antibody assays and no validated 
antibody concentration that correlates with protection. In addition, a single positive 
antibody test does not provide information on the timing of infection and therefore the 
duration of protection cannot be inferred. 

47. A combination of a RT-PCR positive test and subsequently the presence of antibody in 
serum (indicating that an individual has both been infected and developed antibodies) 
would give greater assurance that the individual is immune to symptomatic reinfection. 

48. If there is a need to differentiate infected from vaccinated individuals, then the choice of 
antibody assay is important. 



 

49. There are several approaches to measuring antibodies but the main limitation is the lack 
of correlates of protection. The studies presented in the figure above used a simple 
seropositive / seronegative categorisation. Use of ELISA requires significant laboratory 
capacity and may not be feasible for the issuance of immunity certificates. Other 
possible techniques include high throughput immune assays or point of care tests, 
noting there are many caveats about test performance  

50. Measurement of antibody will only establish the level of anti-S antibody in the plasma at 
the time of the test. If IgG levels wane, it is still possible that memory S specific plasma 
cells are present and upon re-infection could rapidly proliferate. The concentration of 
RBD antibodies that correlates with protection is not yet established but emerging data 
suggest a neutralizing titres of around 1:30 may correlate with protection. Also, the 
kinetics of RBD antibody decay are not fully understood. This makes it difficult to 
determine what RBD antibody concentration is considered protective and for what 
period of time that protection holds. 

51. T-cells may also contribute to disease control or protection and the RBD assay won’t 
detect these. Assays for use at scale for these other immune parameters are not 
available. Therefore, the certificate might be ‘removed’ from a person even though they 
are still protected. However, this cautious approach may be prudent since in all human 
coronaviruses (seasonal and severe) there is strong evidence of reinfection in some 
individuals due to both waning immunity and likely strain variation. 

Impact of new emerging variants 

52. The impact of the emergence of new SARS-CoV-2 variants such as VOC 202012/01 
(UK variant)  and VOC 202012/02 (SA variant) on immunity certification and risk of re-
infection is not yet clear. 

53. There is currently no evidence that VOC 202012/01 (B.1.1.7) is associated with 
antigenic escape from naturally, monoclonal, or vaccine acquired immunity [34, 35, 36] 

54. There is some evidence to suggest that VOC 202012/02 (B.1.351) is associated with 
antigenic escape from naturally, monoclonal, and vaccine acquired immunity, though 
more data is needed [37, 38, 39, 40, 41] 

55. SARS-CoV-2 accrues genetic changes that could lead to evasion of immunity that 
developed in response to infection with an earlier virus variant. Therefore, if SARS-CoV-
2 variants emerge that evade existing immunity, immunity certificates due to prior 
infections could no longer be valid.  

a. A mechanism needs to be determined as to how immunity certification could 
be updated or withdrawn depending on emergence of variants. This could be 
linked to vaccine updating. 

Recommendations for additional work 



 

56. Ct values from RT-PCR positive results in the cohort studies are needed to assess if 
reinfection results in lower levels of virus replication, and therefore infectivity, than a 
primary infection. 

57. Work is required to establish immune correlates of protection. 

58. A pilot study of immune certification should be conducted. 
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